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Windows 10 turn off mouse cursor
Many Windows 10 users have reported that their mouse pointer or cursor has disappeared. This usually happens when they have just upgraded from previous versions of Windows or woken their computer up from sleep mode. This is a very annoying problem – and quite scary. You’re probably thinking, “I can’t even use Windows without a mouse!
How am I supposed to fix a problem like this without one?” But don’t panic! It’s possible to fix this problem – even without your mouse. Here are a few fixes you should try: Method 1: Re-enable your mouse Windows may have disabled your mouse during the upgrade from a previous version or while your computer was in sleep mode. This will make
your mouse unusable and your mouse cursor disappear You should re-enable your mouse in order to restore its cursor. There are two ways you can re-enable your mouse: A. If you are using a laptop, you should try pressing the key combination on your laptop keyboard that can turn on/off your mouse. Usually, it is the Fn key plus F3, F5, F9 or F11 (it
depends on the make of your laptop, and you may need to consult your laptop manual to find it out). B. You can also enable your mouse in the mouse settings. To do so: 1) Press the Win key on your keyboard, then type “mouse“. When you see “Mouse settings“ appear in the menu above, press the up or down arrow on your keyboard to highlight it,
then press Enter. 2) In Mouse settings, press Tab on your keyboard until Additional mouse options (under Related Settings) is highlighted. Press Enter on your keyboard to select it. 3) In the Mouse Properties window, press Tab on your keyboard until the Buttons tab in the window is highlighted (with a dotted border.) 4) Press right arrow key on your
keyboard until Device Settings in the window is opened. (The name of this tab could be different, depending on the mouse you use.) 5) If your device is disabled, press Tab on your keyboard until the Enable button is high lighted, and press Enter to enable the device. 6) If this method solves the problem, you will be able to see your mouse pointer
again. You can perform this method when your mouse cursor doesn’t disappear. Or you can check to see if another mouse can be used on your computer so that you can update your drivers. Your mouse pointer may disappear if you are using the wrong mouse driver or it’s out of date. So you should update your mouse driver to see if it fixes your
problem. If you don’t have the time, patience or skills to update the driver manually, you can do it automatically with Driver Easy. Driver Easy will automatically recognize your system and find the correct drivers for it. You don’t need to know exactly what system your computer is running, you don’t need to be troubled by the wrong driver you would
be downloading, and you don’t need to worry about making a mistake when installing. You can update your drivers automatically with either the FREE or the Pro version of Driver Easy. But with the Pro version it takes just 2 steps (and you get full support and a 30-day money back guarantee): 1) Download and install Driver Easy. 2) Run Driver Easy
and click the Scan Now button. Driver Easy will then scan your computer and detect any problem drivers. 3) Click the Update button next to the mouse driver to automatically download this driver, then you can manually install it. Or click Update All to automatically download and install the correct version of all the drivers that are missing or out of
date on your system (this requires the Pro version – you’ll be prompted to upgrade when you click Update All). Method 3: Repair System Files Corrupt, damaged, or missing system files can cause various computer issues including mouse malfunction. To see if this is the cause for you, run a system scan to detect broken system files with Restoro.
Restoro is a professional Windows repair tool that can scan your system’s overall status, diagnose your system configuration, identify faulty system files, and repair them automatically. It gives you entirely fresh system components with just one click, so you don’t have to reinstall Windows and all your programs, and you don’t lose any personal data or
settings. (Read Restoro Trustpilot reviews.) Here’s how to use Restoro check for broken system components in just one click: 1) Download and install Restoro. 2) Open Restoro and run a free scan on your PC. 3) Wait for Restoro to scan your PC. This may take a few minutes and you’ll get a detailed report of the issues detected after the scan is
finished. 4) Click START REPAIR to start the repair process. This requires the full version – which comes with a 60-day Money-Back Guarantee. Method 4: Switch to ChromeOS Windows is a very old technology. Sure, Windows 10 is relatively new, but it’s still just the latest iteration of a decades-old operating system, designed for a bygone era (preinternet). Now that we have the internet, fast connection speeds, free cloud storage, and endless web apps (like Gmail, Google Docs, Slack, Facebook, Dropbox and Spotify), the entire Windows way of doing things – with locally installed programs and local file storage – is totally outdated. Why is that a problem? Because when you’re constantly
installing uncontrolled third-party programs, you’re constantly opening the door to viruses and other malware. (And Windows’ insecure permission system compounds this problem.) Plus the way Windows manages installed software and hardware has always been a problem. If your computer shuts down unexpectedly, or a program installs, uninstalls
or updates incorrectly, you can get ‘registry’ corruptions. That’s why Windows PCs always slow down and become unstable over time. Also because everything’s installed and saved locally, it doesn’t take long before you run out of disk space, and your disk gets fragmented, which makes everything even slower and more unstable. For most people, the
simplest way to solve Windows problems is to ditch Windows altogether, and switch to a faster, more reliable, more secure, easier to use and cheaper operating system… Google ChromeOS. ChromeOS feels much like Windows, but instead of installing heaps of programs to email, chat, browse the internet, write documents, do school presentations,
create spreadsheets, and whatever else you normally do on a computer, you use web apps. You don’t need to install anything at all. That means you don’t have virus and malware problems, and your computer doesn’t slow down over time, or become unstable. And that’s just the start of the benefits… To learn more about the benefits of ChromeOS, and
to see comparison videos and demos, visit GoChromeOS.com. Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. RECOMMENDED: Download this tool to help you safely fix common Windows errors & automatically optimize system performance The cursor and pointer are both an indispensable tool in interacting with the computer system.
However, at times, you would want the mouse cursor to just disappear. This is most especially wanted when you are playing a video game or watching a movie on Netflix or VLC on your computer. By default, the cursor is hidden after a number of seconds that it has not been used but if it doesn’t, then this guide is for you. How to Hide Mouse Cursor
on Media Players If the cursor is still visible on your screen while watching a movie or video, then you can try to tap the period key on your keyboard. This will instantly hide the cursor from view. While, that keyboard shortcut works most of the time, there are times when it’s just being ignored by your system. If this happens, you can try out another
keyboard trick to hide the cursor. Use the spacebar to pause and unpause the video. This method is seen to be effective in getting rid of the cursor from view. How to Use a Third-Party Software to Hide Mouse Cursor in Windows 10 If you are looking for a solution to automatically hide the cursor on your Windows computer without having to rely on
the in-built system function then using a third-party tool is the way to go. There are quite a number of tools out there which you can use to hide the mouse cursor, but in this post we will be talking about the AutoHideMouseCursor Freeware. This tool will automatically hide your mouse cursor & pointer while playing games or watching videos. Here’s
how to set it up. Start by downloading the AutoHideMouseCursor Freeware.Extract and run the downloaded installer.The inactivity trigger is set to 5 seconds by default. But you can always adjust it to your preference. To adjust the time, move the slider on the lower-left side of the program window.In the Preferences heading, check the option labeled
Start with Windows. This will ensure that the app runs every time your computer is shut down or restarted.Under the #Options menu, make sure the Always start minimized (ToTray) choice is enabled. That’s it. You’re done with setting up AutoHideMouseCursor. The tool will start working after a period of inactivity. Your mouse cursor will now
automatically hide. How to Fix Issues with Hiding your Mouse Cursor on Windows 10 The methods we have mentioned above should be enough to keep your mouse cursor hidden when not in use. However, if you are still having trouble hiding the cursor in a particular game or app, it is possible that another app is running and preventing it from
hiding. Investigate the active apps and try to quit those that you are not using. Another culprit for this issue is the recording software that you are using. Some recording tools require the cursor to be always visible. If this is the case, you can start looking for an alternative recording app that doesn’t force the cursor to remain visible or the one that
has an option to hide/unhide it depending on your requirement. Wrapping It Up Automatically hiding your mouse cursor can be a lifesaver at times when you only needed the keyboard to operate your computer. This will not only be helpful for leisure, the ones we mentioned above when you are playing a video game or watching a movie, but this can
also prove helpful if you are editing a Word document or scrolling down a PDF file using your keyboard. STILL HAVING ISSUES? Try this tool to troubleshoot Windows errors and safely optimize system performance Via
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